INTERIOR POINT METHODS IN SEMIDEFINITE PROGRAMMING
WITH APPLICATIONS TO COMBINATORIAL OPTIMIZATION 
FARID ALIZADEHy

Abstract. We study the semide nite programming problem (SDP), i.e the optimization problem
of a linear function of a symmetric matrix subject to linear equality constraints and the additional
condition that the matrix be positive semide nite. First we review the classical cone duality as
is specialized to SDP. Next we present an interior point algorithm which converges to the optimal
solution in polynomial time. The approach is a direct extension of Ye's projective method for linear
programming. We also argue that many known interior point methods for linear programs can be
transformed in a mechanical way to algorithms for SDP with proofs of convergence and polynomial
time complexity also carrying over in a similar fashion. Finally we study the signi cance of these
results in a variety of combinatorialoptimizationproblems including the general 0-1 integer programs,
the maximum clique and maximum stable set problems in perfect graphs, the maximum k-partite
subgraph problem in graphs, and various graph partitioning and cut problems. As a result, we
present barrier oracles for certain combinatorial optimization problems (in particular, clique and
stable set problem for perfect graphs) whose linear programming formulation requires exponentially
many inequalities. Existence of such barrier oracles refutes the commonly believed notion that in
order to solve a combinatorial optimization problem with interior point methods, one needs its linear
programming formulation explicitly.
Key words. semide nite programming, interior point methods, eigenvalue optimization, combinatorial optimization, maximum cliques, perfect graphs, graph partitioning
AMS subject classi cations. 90C10, 90C25, 90C27, 15A18, 68R10

1. Introduction. Consider the following optimization problem which we call
the standard semide nite programming problem (SDP):
(1.1)

minfC  X : Ai  X = bi for i = 1;    ; m and X  0g

where C, Ai 's and X are n  n matrices,
P and X is symmetric; the \" operation is the
inner product of matrices: A  B:= i;j Aij Bij = trace AT B; and the \inequality"
constraint  indicates the Lowner partial order, that is, for real symmetric matrices
A and B, A  B (respectively A  B), whenever A B is positive semide nite
(respectively positive de nite.)
The semide nite programming problem is an extension of linear programming
(LP). Speci cally if the condition that X is a diagonal matrix is added to the constraint set then (1.1) reduces to linear programming. Semide nite programs arise in
a wide variety of applications from control theory (see [63] and [20]) to combinatorial optimization (see section 5 below) and even structural computational complexity
theory (see [21]). The oldest form of semide nite programming is the evaluation of
eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix. In fact, one can reformulate the classical theorems
of Rayleigh-Ritz for the largest eigenvalue, and of Fan for the sum of the rst few
eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix, as semide nite programs, see [54, 53] and section
4 below. However, for these special cases, techniques of this paper do not seem to be
appropriate as better algorithms from both theoretical and pragmatic points of view
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already exist. Most nontrivial semide nite programs (those that are not equivalent
to evaluation of eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix by a simple transformation) arise
in the form of minimizing the largest, or sum of the rst few largest eigenvalues of
the matrix X subject to some linear constraints on X. An early example of such
problems were studied by Donath and Ho man in connection with graph bisection
and graph partitioning problems [17, 18]; see section 5 below. Cullum, Donath and
Wolfe studied the problem of minimizing the sum of the rst few eigenvalues of a
linearly constrained matrix in [15]. They analyzed this problem from the point of
view of nonsmooth optimization. Also Fletcher studied a similar problem and derived
expressions for the subgradients of the sum of the rst few eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix and formulated optimality conditions for this problem. In the same spirit
as Fletcher, Overton [51] studied the largest eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix as a
convex, but nondi erentiable function. Based on earlier work [24], in [51] he derived
a quadratically convergent algorithm for the problem of minimizing the largest eigenvalue of an anely constrained matrix. This work was further extended in [52] where
both second order methods based on sequential quadratic programming, and rst order methods based on sequential linear programming for large scale problems were
developed.
The algorithms contained in the above works are in the same spirit as the simplex
method for linear programming in that they are all active set methods and traverse
the boundary of the feasible set to converge to the optimal solution. For that reason
their worst case computational complexity is likely to be at least as bad as that of
the simplex method, though in practice they may be quite good.
Semide nite programs, however, are polynomial time solvable if an a priori bound
on the size of their solution is known. This point was implicit in [41] for a special
instance of the SDP problem. It was proved in the work of Grotschel, Lovasz and
Schrijver, [30]. Polynomial time solvability of SDP is a direct consequence of the
general results based on the ellipsoid method for convex programming. The main
point essentially is that optimization of a linear function over a convex set endowed
with a separation oracle and an a priori bound on the objective can be achieved in
polynomial time using the ellipsoid method. For the SDP problem, the separation
oracle is to determine whether a given symmetric matrix is positive semide nite and
if not provide a separating hyperplane. Cholesky factorization or eigenvalue and
eigenvector evaluations easily provide polynomial time oracles for this task. See [32]
for a thorough treatment.
The ellipsoid method, however, has not proven practical in most applications,
including SDP. A more recent development is the possibility of using interior point
methods to obtain polynomial time algorithms for semide nite programs. The earliest
work in this direction to our knowledge is that of Nesterov and Nemirovskii [48]. In
this important work the authors develop a general approach for using interior point
methods for solving convex programming problems which is based on the concept of
p{selfconcordant barrier functions. See the more recent [50] for a complete treatment
of this subject. Nesterov and Nemirovskii show that for any convex set K that is
endowed with a p{selfconcordant barrier function, there is an interior
point algorithm
which optimizes a linear function on K. Furthermore, every O(pp) iterations of this
algorithm results in an interior point with half the distance to the optimal solution. As
a special case, Nesterov and Nemirovskii show that linear programs with p inequality
constraints, quadratic programs with p convex quadratic constraints and semide nite
programs over p  p matrices all admit p-selfconcordant barriers. Therefore, the
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authors extend the revolutionary result of Karmarkar [36] to a rather general class of
convex programs.
In this article we study interior point methods for semide nite programs from an
alternative point of view. Our work [1] started somewhat later than, and independent
of [48]. Nesterov and Nemirovskii obtain their complexity theorems by specializing
their general results to SDP. We, on the other hand, take a speci c interior point
algorithm for linear programming (i.e Ye's projective potential reduction method [66])
and extend it to SDP. Furthermore, we argue that many known interior point linear
programming algorithms can also be transformed into an algorithm for SDP in a
mechanical way; proofs of convergence and polynomial time computability extend in
a similar fashion. Later Jarre in [35] and Vandenberghe and Boyd in [63] developed
similar interior point algorithms for special forms of SDP.
Polynomial time interior point methods for SDP have some interesting consequences for combinatorial optimization problems. In order to solve such a problem by
the ellipsoid method, an explicit listing of all of the inequalities in its linear programming formulation is not needed. Rather, one only needs a separation oracle and an
initial ellipsoid containing its feasible region to start the process. However, it is generally believed that in order to apply interior point methods to the same combinatorial
optimization problem one needs to have the explicit listing of all of the inequalities
in the LP formulation, see [32] and [27]. For instance, Goldfarb and Todd in their
survey article on linear programming write:
..., it appears that its [Karmarkar's new algorithm] theoretical implications are far more limited than those of the ellipsoid method. Indeed, Karmarkar's algorithm requires the linear programming problem to be given explicitly with all its constraints and variables listed,
and does not appear directly susceptible to column or constraint generation. Thus it cannot be used to provide polynomial algorithms for
several combinatorial optimization problems that have been successfully analyzed by the ellipsoid method.
With the aid of hindsight we show that this common belief is not completely accurate. Speci cally, in this article we present examples of combinatorial optimization
problems whose LP formulations require exponentially many inequalities, and yet one
can design interior point algorithms which solve them in polynomial time. In fact,
we should emphasize that the general results of Nesterov and Nemirovskii imply that
in principle one can apply interior point methods to solve combinatorial optimization
problems without explicit knowledge of their LP formulation. All that is required
is a polynomial time computable self-concordant barrier oracle with a polynomially
bounded parameter. The most interesting example is the clique and stable set problem in a class of graphs known as perfect graphs. In section 5 we construct such a
barrier indirectly by an SDP formulation of the problem due to Lovasz. This example
is particularly interesting because presently no linear programming formulation of the
stable set and clique problems for perfect graphs with polynomially bounded number
of inequalities is known.
Linear programming interior point methods have been used by Goldberg et al
[26] to derive sublinear time parallel algorithms for the bounded weight assignment
problem. We show that maximum stable sets for perfect graphs can be computed in
randomized sublinear parallel time. Furthermore, based on the work of Lovasz and
Schrijver [42], we argue that in a branch and bound scheme for 0-1 programs interior
point SDP algorithms may eciently yield much sharper bounds than possible from
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linear programming relaxations of such problems.
In section 2 we review the so called cone duality theory as specialized to semidefinite programs. This theory, though quite classical, is somewhat forgotten in optimization literature. It turns out that at least for SDP, cone duality, which is a
generalization of linear programming duality, is most appropriate for interior point
methods (this point of view is also expressed in the latest edition of Nesterov and
Nemirovskii [50]). In section 3 we develop an interior point algorithm which, as we
mentioned, is a direct extension of Ye's projective potential reduction method. Furthermore, we propose a recipe to extend mechanically many known interior point
algorithms for LP into similar algorithms for SDP. In this section we also go over
some di erences between SDP and LP as far as interior point methods and polynomial time algorithms in general are concerned. In section 4 we build on the results
of Overton and Womersley [54, 53] and derive semide nite programming formulation
for various eigenvalue optimization problems. We also state complementary slackness
results for these problems. Finally, in section 5 we study some applications of SDP
interior point methods to various combinatorial optimization problems. These include
0-1 integer programs of [42], maximum clique and maximum stable set problems in
graphs, and various partitioning and cut problems in graphs.
Notation and terminology. Unless otherwise stated the following convention
and terminology is used throughout this article.
The semide nite programming problem (SDP) refers to any optimization
problem with any mixture of (symmetric) matrix and scalar{valued variables which
has a linear objective function and any combination of linear equality or (either
component{wise `' or Lowner `') inequality constraints.
We use lower case boldface letters to name column vectors, and upper case letters
to name matrices. In particular, 1 and 0 denote vector of all ones and the zero vector,
respectively, and I and 0 denote the identity and zero matrices, respectively. Also,
Diag(x) denotes the diagonal matrix made up of the vector x; diag(X) is the vector
made up of diagonal entries of matrix X. For a vector x, xj is its j th coordinate;
similarly Xijnisnthe i; j entry of matrix X. We sometimes refer to members of <n as
n-vectors. < 2 is the set of symmetric n  n matrices.
The ith largest eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix X is i (X) (or sometimes another
lower case Greek letter, e.g !i (X)); its ith largest eigenvalue absolute-value-wise is
i (X) or !i (X). The Lowner partial order  and the dot product \" were de ned
above; the symbol \" is used for component-wise comparison between two matrices
or two vectors.
For matrices, kX k and kX k2 are the Frobenius and the spectral norms of X,
respectively. Recall that in case of symmetric matrices kX k2 equals the spectral
radius (X) = j1(X)j and

1 1=2
0
!1=2
X
X
2
2
:
i (X)
kX k = @ Xij A =
i;j

i

For vectors, kxk and kxk1 are the Euclidean and the maximum norms of x; also
kxkp :=(P jxpij)1=p is the p{norm of x.
If A is a p  q matrix then vec A is a pq column vector made up of columns of
A stacked on each other. If v is a pq-vector then Matpq v is a p  q matrix whose ith
column is made up of the entries at (i 1)p + 1 through ip in v; if p and q are clear
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from the context we drop them from the subscript. For instance the set of relations
Ai  X = bi , for i = 1;    ; m may be written asPAvecX = b, where A 2 <mn2 , that
is row i of A is vecT (Ai ). Also, Mat(AT y) = yi Ai .
A B is the Kronecker product of matrices: if A 2 <mn and B 2 <pq then
A B 2 <npmq is an m  n block matrix whose i; j block is aij B. We use the
following facts occasionally:
(A B)(C D) = (AC) (BD) and vec(ABC) = (C T A)vec(B):
See Graham's text [29] for de nitions and properties of Kronocker products.
If I and J are subsets of integers from 1 to p and from 1 to q, respectively, then
AI;J is the submatrix of A whose rows are taken from those rows of A indexed by I,
and whose columns are indexed by J. AI: and A:J indicate rows indexed by I and
columns indexed by J, respectively. Also if A 2 <mp and B 2 <mq then [AjB]
is an m  (p + q) matrix whose columns are made up of columns of A followed by
columns of B.
We use := to de ne or name the left hand side in terms of the right hand side; in
algorithms := is used for assignment.
For any convex cone K, its polar cone K is the set

K:=fx : for all a 2 K; aT x  0g:
Unless otherwise stated, we use P for the cone of positive semide nite matrices. Note
that P  = P (this fact is direct consequence of Fejer's theorem in [33]).

G = (V; E) is a simple undirected graph without loops or multiple edges. A stable
set S in G is a subset of vertices which are mutually nonadjacent. A clique K in G

is a subset of vertices that are all mutually adjacent. A k-partite graph is one whose
vertices can be partitioned into k subsets Vj , for j = 1;    ; k, where each Vj is a
stable set. A clique covering of G is a collection Kj , j = 1;    ; k of sets of vertices,
where each Kj is a clique, and [j Kj = V .
2. Duality theory. A duality theory quite similar to that of linear programming
may be constructed for the semide nite programming problem. In this section we
state the theory for the standard form SDP problem. We also include proofs of basic
results in order to make the paper self{contained. Duality theory for more general
forms of SDP follows exactly as in linear programming.
We should mention that LP duality has been extended to optimization problems
over convex cones in many works. It is easy to see that any cone K  <n , which is
closed, pointed (that is K \ ( K) = f0g) and convex, induces a partial order K on
<n : x K y i x y 2 K. For instance, the nonnegative orthant and the positive
semide nite matrices induce the component{wise \" and the Lowner \" partial
orders, respectively. The duality theory in linear programming can be extended to
generalized linear programming problems where \K " replaces \" in the primal
problem and \K " replaces \" in the dual problem.
Dun in [19] was the rst one to study such generalized duality theories. Later
Hurwicz [34], Ben-Israel, Charnes and Kortanek [9], Borwein and Wolkowicz [11, 12],
and Wolkowicz [64] among others developed alternative formulations of the duality
theory. For a comprehensive treatment of generalized duality theory from the point of
view of in nite dimensional linear programs, see the text of Anderson and Nash [3] and
for alternative extensions refer to [11, 12]. It is worth mentioning that Anderson and
Nash in [3] study the duality theory from the point of view of basic feasible solutions
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and extend the \tableau based" proofs of LP duality. The latest version of Nesterov
and Nemirovskii's text [50] also treats cone duality for the general convex programs.
Papers of Overton and Womersley [53] and Fletcher [23] treat duality theory for the
eigenvalue optimization problem from the point of view of subdi erentials. Such
an approach is related to the Kuhn-Tucker duality theory and relies on derivatives
or subgradients. Also Lovasz in [41], Grotschel, Lovasz and Schrijver [30, 31, 32],
and Shapiro in [61] study more or less the same duality theory as we do, but their
treatment is restricted to a special form of SDP.
We now proceed to state and prove duality for the semide nite programming
problem. However observe that the following development{in particular the weak
duality lemma 2.1, lemma 2.2, the extended Farkas' lemma 2.3 and the strong duality
theorem 2.8 actually apply to generalized linear programming over any closed, pointed
convex cone K (in the primal) and K (in the dual.)
In semide nite programming it is convenient to assume that C and Ai are symmetric. There is no loss of generality in this assumption. If C is not symmetric, since
C T  X = C  X, we can replace C by 1=2(C + C T ). The same argument holds for
the Ai's. These assumptions of symmetry allow us to formulate the pair of primal
and dual standard SDP problems:

Primal

Dual

CX
max bT y Pm
Ai  X = bi for i = 1;    ; m
s:t: C
i=1 yi Ai  0:
X0
Notice the similarity of primal and dual SDP pair to the corresponding linear programming pair. First we state the weak duality lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let X be any feasible matrix for primal and y any feasible vector
for dual. Then C  X  bT y:
Proof. We have:
(2.1) min
s:t:

C X

m
X
i=1

biyi = C  X
= (C

 0:

m
X
i=1

m
X
i=1

(Ai  X)yi

yi Ai )  X

The last inequality is true because the inner product of two positive semide nite
matrices is nonnegative due to self{polarity of the positive semide nite cone.
We now state generalizations of Farkas' lemma. Such generalizations for arbitrary
convex cones have been studied as early as 1958 by Hurwicz, [34]. See [3] for references
on the history and various extensions of Farkas' lemma to nonpolyhedral cones. Here
we study the relevant forms of this lemma in the special case of SDP.
It is not possible to generalize classical Farkas' lemma to nonpolyhedral cones
without additional quali cations. The diculty arises from the fact that ane transformations of closed cones are not necessarily closed, and therefore the appropriate
strong forms of separation theorems cannot be invoked. (For polyhedral cones however closedness is preserved under ane transformation.) For our purposes we need
to have that the set
K1 :=A(P ) = fAvecX : X  0g
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is closed1 . One class of sucient conditions for closedness of K1 is based on assuming
that certain sets associated with P have nonempty interiors. Such conditions are
sometimes referred to as Slater type constraint quali cations. Though these conditions
are not the weakest possible, they are sucient for the purposes of this paper. We
need in any case to assume nonemptyness of the interior for both primal and dual
problems so that we have a valid interior point algorithm. Furthermore, in section 3
we show how any pair of primal and dual semide nite programs may be transformed
into an equivalent pair whose K1 has nonempty interior{as long as an a priori bound
on the size of primal and dual feasible sets are known. Here is a lemma of Slater type
constraint quali cations:
T y)  0 for some y 2 <m , then K1 is closed.
Lemma 2.2. If Mat(AP
T
(Recall that Mat(A y) = yi Ai .)
Proof. Let L:=fMat(AT y) : y 2 <m g. The condition in the lemma says that

L \ Int P 6= ;:
Thus any translate of the linear subspace L also intersects P and its interior. This is
equivalent to saying that every symmetric n  n matrix can be written as sum of two
matrices,
one of which is positive semide nite and the other belongs to L. Therefore,
< n2 n = P + L. Taking the polar we have
f0g = P \ L?:
Here L? is the set fX : A vecX = 0g. Hence we have that X = 0 is the only solution
of the system A vecX = 0, and X  0 and by Theorem 9.1 of [59], p. 73 we conclude

that K1 is closed.
Now we state the most common form of Farkas' lemma as given in Schrijver's
text [60], and as extended to the positive semide nite cone:
2

Farkas' lemma) Let b 2 <m and A 2 <mn be
= vecAi where Ai are symmetric for i = 1;    ; m.
Furthermore, let there be an m{vector y such that Mat(AT y)  0. Then there exists
a symmetric matrix X  0, with A vecX = b if and only if yT b  0 for all y for
which Mat(AT y)  0.
Lemma 2.3. (Extended

a matrix such that its rows ATi:

Proof. For the only if part we have,

bT y = (A vecX)T y = Mat(AT y)  X  0:
(the last inequality is due to self-polarity of the positive semide nite cone.) To prove
the if part, Suppose that the system A vecX = b, and X  0 is infeasible. Then
b 62 K1 = fA vecX : X  0g. By lemma 2.2 K1 is a closed cone and thus there must
exist a hyperplane, speci cally a linear half-space, that separates b and K1 , i.e. there
exists some vector y such that bT y < 0 and (A vecX)T y  0 for all X  0, (see [59],
Theorem 11.7, p. 100). But this means that X  Mat(AT y)  0 for all X  0, which
is equivalent to Mat(AT y)  0, and therefore the if part of the theorem is proved.
We may formulate and prove several other variants of Farkas' lemma in a similar
vein, all of which are extensions of lemmas for the component-wise inequalities, as
given for example in Schrijver's text [60]. Related extensions for in nite programs
have been studied in [34] and [13], and in the case of matrix variables in [14]. In all
1

Alternative extensions without closedness assumption are treated in [11, 12, 64]
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of these extensions we need to assume either some closedness criteria, or the lemma
must be modi ed by using cones other than P (as in [64], for instance.) We mention
a few more:
2
Lemma 2.4. Let A 2 <n m be a matrix whose columns are linearly independent

and are of the form vecAi for symmetric Ai , and B 2 < n2 n . Assume that there
exists some symmetric matrix Y  0 such that (vecY )T A = 0. Then Mat(Ax)  B
has a solution in x if and only if B  Y  0 for all Y  0 for which (vecY )T A = 0.
Lemma 2.5. Let A 2 <mn and B 2 <mm . Suppose there exist some matrix Y
such that AT Y A  0. Then the system AXAT = B and X  0 has a solution i for
all symmetric matrices Y , AT Y A  0 implies that B  Y  0.
Lemma 2.6. Let A 2 <mn and B 2 <mm . Suppose there exist some matrix Y
such that AT Y A = 0 and Y  0. Then the system AXAT  B has a solution i for
all symmetric matrices Y  0 and AT Y A = 0 implies that B  Y  0.
Lemma 2.7. Let A 2 <mn and B 2 <mm . Suppose there exist some matrix Y
such that AT Y A  0. Then the system AXAT  B and X  0 has a solution i for
all symmetric matrices Y  0 and AT Y A  0 implies that B  Y  0.

A strong duality theorem similar to linear programming
holds for SDP. We say the
nn
2
primal problem in (2.1) is feasible if the set fX 2 < : AvecX = b; and X  0g is
nonempty, otherwise we say it is infeasible. Feasibility is de ned similarly for the dual
in (2.1). Recall that in mum over the empty set is by de nition +1 and similarly
supremum over the empty set is 1. Furthermore, the primal (respectively dual)
problem in (2.1) is unbounded if the in mum (respectively supremum) over the feasible
set is 1 (respectively +1).
Theorem 2.8. Let

z1 := inf fC  X : AvecX = b; and X  0g and
z2 := sup fbT y : C Mat(AT y)  0g:
Assume that there is an m{vector y such that AT y  0. Then z2 = z1 .
Proof. Notice that the dualnproblem
is always feasible, because in the proof
n

of lemma 2.2 we showed that < 2 = P + L, and in particular there are some y
and S  0 such that Mat(AT y) + S = C. If z1 = 1 (i.e the primal problem is
unbounded) then by the weak duality lemma z2 = 1, and the dual problem is
infeasible, which is a contradiction. If z2 = +1 (i.e the dual problem is unbounded)
then by the weak duality lemma 2.1 z1 = +1 (i.e the primal is infeasible) and the
theorem is proved. Conversely, if z1 = +1, then the primal problem is infeasible and
the extended Farkas' lemma 2.3 implies that for some vector y1 we have
(2.2)

MatAT y1  0 and bT y1 > 0:

But (2.2) implies that the dual problem is unbounded since to any dual-feasible pair

y one can add an arbitrarily large positive multiple of y1 and obtain another feasible
solution with larger objective function value. Therefore, z2 = z1 = +1. Thus, we
may assume that both z1 and z2 are nite. Suppose z2 < z1 . Then the system
C  X = z2
AvecX = b
X0
is infeasible. Therefore, by the extended Farkas' lemma 2.3, there exists a scalar y0
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and m-vector y such that
(2.3)

y0 C +

m
X
i=1

9

yi Ai  0 and z2 y0 + bT y < 0:

where vecAi is the ith row of A. Now:
1. If y0 = 0, (2.3) is equivalent to
Mat(AT y)  0 and bT y < 0;
which by extended Farkas' lemma implies that AvecX = b and X  0 is infeasible
and thus z1 = 1.
2. If y0 > 0, then dividing both relations in (2.3) by y0 we get
C Mat(AT ( y=y0 ))  0 and z2 bT ( y=y0 ) < 0
which means z2 is not an optimal solution of the dual problem.
3. If y0 < 0, then dividing both relations in (2.3) by y0 we get
C + Mat(AT ( y=y0 ))  0 and z2 + bT ( y=y0 ) < 0
In fact, since we have strict inequality, we must have
C + Mat(AT ( y=y0 ))  0 and z2 + bT ( y=y0 ) < 

for some  > 0. But also, by optimality of z2 there must exist a y such that
C Mat(AT y )  0 and z2 bT y < :
Adding the last two sets of relations we get

Mat(AT ( y=y0 y )  0 and bT ( y=y0 y ) < 0
which again by extended Farkas' lemma implies that the primal problem is infeasible
and z1 = 1.
Hence the assumption z2 < z1 results in contradiction. Since by weak duality lemma
we have that z2  z1 we conclude that z2 = z1 .
It is also possible to derive a \complementary slackness" theorem. In fact,
Grotschel, Lovasz and Schrijver in [31] and Shapiro in [61] mention the complementary slackness theorem for a more restricted form of SDP. Note that when the strong
duality theorem is true and both primal and dual problems are bounded and feasible
then the duality gap X  S vanishes. However, in SDP, as in linear programming, a
stronger form of complementary slackness results from this observation. First note
the following easy lemma:
Lemma 2.9. Let A and B be symmetric n  n matrices. If A  0, B  0, then
A  B = 0 if and only if AB = 0.
Proof. Let B = U U T be the eigenvalue decomposition of B, with = Diag(!i)
and !i  0 for i = 1;    ; n. Set C:=U T AU, thus C  0, and in particular, its diagonal
elements Cii  0. We only
P need to show that C = 0. From A  B = 0 we have
C  = 0 and therefore, ni=1 Cii !i = 0. Since all the summands are nonnegative, it
follows that they are all zero. Thus we have:
(i) If !i > 0 then Cii = 0, and by C  0, the entire row and column i is zero.
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(ii) If Cii > 0, then !i = 0.
Now suppose (C )ij 6= 0 for some i; j. Then Cij !j 6= 0, which by (i) above we must
have that the entire column j is zero, and so Cij = 0, a contradiction.2
Now the complementary slackness theorem is immediate:
Theorem 2.10. Let X  be a feasible matrix for the primal, and y a feasible
vector for the dual in (2.1). De ne S  :=C Mat(AT y ). Then X  and y are primal
and dual optimal, respectively, if and only if
(2.4)
X  S  = 0:

Notice that, in contrast with linear programming, component-wise multiplication in
the complementary slackness theorem is replaced by the ordinary matrix multiplication. The complementary slackness theorem for SDP can be restated in the following
way which makes it quite similar to the LP variant:
Corollary 2.11. Let X  be a feasible matrix for the primal problem in (2.1) with
eigenvalues 1 ;    ; n; and S  :=C Mat(AT y ) be feasible for the dual problem with
eigenvalues !1;    ; !n. Then X  and S  are primal and dual optimal, respectively, if
and only if they commute and there is a permutation  of eigenvalues of S  such that
i !i = 0 for i = 1;    ; n:
Recall our convention that i and !i are the ith largest eigenvalues of X and S, respectively; this point necessitates the permutation  in the statement of the corollary.
Proof. X  and S  are optimal if and only if X  S  = 0. Thus, X  and S  commute
with each other and therefore, they share a system of eigenvectors. Let columns of U
be a joint system of orthonormal eigenvectors of X  and S  , i.e

X  = UDiag(1 ;    ; n)U T and S  = UDiag(!1 ;    ; !n )U T
for some permutation . The corollary follows immediately by multiplying the right
hand sides of these two identities.
One can extend the notion of strict complementarity in linear programming to
SDP. This can be stated by saying that in the preceding corollary exactly one of i
or !i corresponding to eigenvector ui be zero for each i = 1;    ; n. Equivalently
we may require that Rank(X  ) + Rank(S  ) = n. However, unlike standard linear
programming, where in the absence of nondegeneracy one could say that precisely
m components of the optimal solution x is nonzero, it is not clear in general how
to predict Rank(X  ) or Rank(S  ) before solving the SDP problem. All we can say
is that Rank(X  ) < n as the optimum of the primal SDP problem is attained on
the boundary of the semide nite cone. In section 4 we encounter another negative
e ect of the unpredictability of the rank of the optimal solution in the context of
interior point methods. We should also mention the paper of G. Pataki which studies
facial structure of feasible sets of SDP's and characterizes \degeneracy" in semide nite
programs [55]. Similar to linear programming, the complementary slackness theorem
2.10 may be used as a basis for primal-dual algorithms. Indeed in this paper, our
interior point algorithm is a primal-dual method which maintains a primal feasible
2
D. E. Knuth and an anonymous referee suggested the following slightly shorter proof: 0 =
A  B = trace A1=2 BA1=2 . Since A1=2 BA1=2  0 and its trace is zero, the matrix product itself
must equal zero, and therefore AB = 0. It was pointed out to me that this lemma appears as an
exercise in the text of Lancaster and Tismenetsky [39].
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MIN
matrix or scalar,  0
V
matrix or scalar,  0
A
matrix,  0
R
matrix,  0
matrix or scalar, unrestricted
C
matrix or scalar, 
O
matrix or scalar, 
N
matrix, 
S
matrix, 
T
matrix or scalar, =

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

C
O
N
S
T
V
A
R
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MAX
matrix or scalar, 
matrix or scalar, 
matrix 
matrix, 
matrix or scalar, =
matrix or scalar,  0
matrix or scalar,  0
matrix,  0
matrix,  0
matrix or scalar, unrestricted

Fig. 2.1. Rules for taking dual of a mixed SDP program. Variables in one program gives rise
to constraints in another and vice-versa.

Xk and dual feasible Sk and each iteration moves Xk Sk closer to the zero matrix. The
norm kXk Sk k is an indication of how close our current solution is to the optimum. In
general the set of equations:
AvecX = b
AT y + S = C
(2.5)
XS
= 0
is a system of n(n+1)+m equations in the same number of unknowns3 . In the absence
of degeneracy one can apply, for instance, Newton's method, or some quasi-Newton
method to solve this system. Since SDP is a convex program, the real solutions of
this system are global optima of the corresponding SDP problem.
As in linear programming, semide nite programs may arise in a variety of forms;
the standard form (2.1) is just one type. Sometimes we may have positive semide nite
constraints imposed on linear combinations of matrices (as in the dual problem in
(2.1), for example). Sometimes we may have component-wise inequalities \" on
scalar or matrix variables in addition to Lowner inequalities. We may have several
matrix expressions constrained to be positive semide nite. Finally, we may have some
or all of these. Of course, as in linear programming, it is possible to convert all such
problems to the standard form, usually by introducing new scalar and matrix variables
and new constraints. However, it is more convenient to apply duality directly, as with
linear programs in general form. It is easy to show that the rules for obtaining
the dual are a straightforward extension of these rules for the linear programming
problem. The main addition is that constraints that involve semide nite relations on
matrix{valued expressions give rise to matrix{valued dual variables with semide nite
constraints. These rules are summarized in the table in gure 2.1; this table is a direct
generalization of a similar table in the text of Bazaraa, Jarvis and Sherali [8].
3. An interior point algorithm. In this section we develop a potential reduction method for solving the primal problem so that, within O(pnj logj) iterations, we
get an approximate solution with at least  relative accuracy, if  is suciently small.
Our development closely follows Ye's projective algorithm for linear programming
[66]. Ye's complexity analysis is also extended to semide nite programs.
3.1. Potential functions and projective transformations. First, recall that
the interior of the cone of positive semide nite matrices is the set of positive-de nite
Actually one can reduce the number of unknowns by writing X = U Diag(x)U T and S =
U Diag(s)U T and requiring U to be an orthogonal matrix.
3
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matrices; therefore, all interior points are nonsingular. The boundary of the cone consists of singular semide nite matrices and so, some of the eigenvalues of the boundary
matrices are zero. In particular, optimal solutions of the primal problem in (2.1) are
singular.
We assume that there is a positive de nite matrix X feasible for the primal and a
positive de nite matrix S feasible for the dual. Therefore the optimal solution for both
primal and dual are nite and is attained on some feasible point. Later, in section
3.4, we show how to transform any primal-dual pair to an equivalent one where an
initial interior primal{dual solution is available.
Let q > 0, and z be a given constant known to be a lower bound on the optimal
value z  of the primal problem in (2.1). Let X be
an interior primal feasible matrix,
y an interior dual feasible vector, and S:=C Pmi=1 yi Ai ; thus, X  0 and S  0.
De ne the primal potential function:
(3.1)

(X; z) = q ln(C  X z) lndet X;

and the primal-dual potential function:
(X; S) = q ln(X  S) ln det(XS):

(3.2)

For motivation, one may think of semide nite constraints X  0 expressed as
i (X)  0 for i = 1;P
   ; n. When the standard logarithmic barrier is applied to these
constraints we get: ni=1 lni (X) = ln det X:
The strategy of the algorithm is to generate a sequence of interior primal feasible
matrices Xk , and a sequence of interior dual vector{matrix pairs (yk ; Sk ), such that
the sequence (Xk ; Sk ) decreases at least like an arithmetic progression. With an
appropriate choice of q, this would imply that the duality gap C  Xk bT yk decreases
at least like a geometric progression with k; in particular it becomes a constant fraction
of the original gap after O(pn) iterations.
Before describing the algorithm we state the following lemma which is a direct
generalization of a similar lemma that appears in the analysis of most interior point
linear programming methods. (Recall that (X) is the spectral radius of matrix X,
which equals its largest eigenvalue when X is positive semide nite.)
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a symmetric n  n matrix. If 0  X  I , then
trace (X I)2 :
ln det X  trace X n 2[1
(X I)]
Proof. In most interior-point linear programming algorithms it is shown that if

kx 1k1 < 1 then

n
X

2

lnxj  (1T x n) 2(1 kxkx 1k1k )
1
j =1

which is easily proved by expanding ln x, (see for example, Karmarkar [36] or Ye [67].)
Now to prove the lemma simply substitute j (X) for xj .
We use a projective transformation to bring the current iterate to the center,
except that the center here is the identity matrix (in contrast with linear programming
in which the center is 1). An important point is that the transformation should map
the set of symmetric matrices to itself. This is needed so that the transformed problem
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remains a meaningful SDP problem. Let X0  0 be our current interior primal feasible
point. To nd a symmetry preserving projective transformation that maps X0 to the
identity matrix I, let L0 be any n  n matrix such that L0 LT0 = X0 . There are
in nitely many choices for L0. For instance, it could be a Cholesky factor of X0 , or it
could be its square root, X01=2 . We shall see shortly that it does not matter how we
select L0 as it will
not anect
the algorithm's behavior and performance. Fix integer
nn
n
2
2
r. De ne T : < ! <  <r , such that T (X) = (X; x). Then:
 n+r 
1
T
(3.3)
1:
X:= (n + r)L0 1 XL0 and x:=
r + X0  X
r + X0 1  X
Also, the inverse transformations is given by:
T
0
X = T 1(X; x):= LP0XL
(3.4)
xj =r :
Under T , the primal SDP problem is transformed into
min C  X + c(z)T x
s:t: Avec X + Ax = 0
(3.5)
trace X + 1T x = n + r
X0
x  0;
where
(3.6)
C:=LT0 CL0
(3.7)
c(z):= (z=r) 1
(3.8)
Ai :=LT0 Ai L0
(3.9)
A:=A(L0 L0 )
(3.10)
A:= ( 1=r) b1T :
Note that A is an m  r rank one matrix. The transformed problem may be viewed
as a mixed linear and semide nite program. We may de ne the following primal
potential function for the transformed problem:
(3.11)

h

i

(X; x; z):=q ln C  X + c(z)T x

ln det X

r
X
j =1

ln xj :

The following invariant property holds for the potential functions under projective
transformations:
Lemma 3.2. If x1 =    = xr , and q = n + r and X:=T 1 (X; x) then
(3.12)
(X; z) (X0 ; z) = (X; x; z) (I; 1; z):
Also, the following result is easily proved by expanding  and applying lemma
3.1; later we use it to prove the reduction in the primal-dual potential function.
Corollary 3.3. For q = n + r we have

T 
2
2
(X; x; z) (I; 1; z)  (n + r) ln C  X + c(z) Tx + kX I k + kx 1k :
trace C + c(z) 1 2(1 kX I k + kx 1k)
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3.2. A potential reduction algorithm. Similar to linear programming, in
(3.5) we replace the inequality constraints X  0 and x  0 by an inscribed \ball"
constraint, except that for the SDP problem the ball is centered at (I; 1). Therefore,
(3.5) is replaced by the \ball optimization" problem:
min C  X + c(z)T x
s:t: Avec X + Ax = 0
(3.13)
trace X + 1T x = n + r
kX I k2 + kx 1k2  2 < 1
where is a xed constant between 0 and 1 to be determined shortly. Once we solve
this problem and map the result back to the original space, we get a point that serves
as a candidate for the next iterate. The solution of (3.13) is given by
 vecX   vecI  P(z)
1 :=
(3.14)
1
x1
kP(z)k ;
and the candidate for the new primal iterate is given by:
X(z):=T 1 (X 1; x1 );

(3.15)
where

 vecC 





A0 := (vecAI)T 1AT ;
c(z)
and PA0 (u) is the projection of the (n2 + r)-vector u to the null space of A0 . After
expansion the projection PA0 in (3.16) becomes:
 [vecT I j1T ][vecT I j1T ]T 
 vecC 

T
T
1
I [AjA] ([AjA][AjA] ) [AjA] c(z) :
P(z) = I
n+r
(3.16)

(3.17)
De ne:

P(z):=PA0

;





T  1 [AjA] vecC
y
(z)
:=
[
Aj
A][
Aj
A]
c(z)
(3.18)
T
= A(X0 X0 )A + (1=r) bbT 1 [Avec(X0 CX0 ) + (z=r) b]

and
(3.19)

S(z):=C Mat(AT y(z)):

S(z) and y(z) serve as candidates for the new dual iterates. In terms of these quantities P(z) may be written as:

!



T S(z)L0 )
vec(L
C  X0 z vecI :
0
T
(3.20)
P(z) =
b y(z) z 1
1
n+r
r
Observe that X(z), S(z) and y(z) are all independent of L0 ; in fact in actual compu-

tation we do not need to have L0 explicitly.
The main result to be proved is that rst, at least one of the following holds:
1. Either X(z)  0 and thus primal feasible, or
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2. S(z)  0 and therefore (y(z); S(z)) is dual feasible
Furthermore choosing either one of the feasible candidates reduces the value of the
primal-dual potential function by a constant amount. First observe that PA0 is a
projector, that is PA2 0 = PA0 . Therefore, from (3.14) we get:
C  (X 1 I) + c(z)T (x 1) = kP(z)k
Hence, noting that ln(1 + x)  x, for nonnegative x, corollary 3.3 implies:
Corollary 3.4. Let q = n + r and X 1 and x be as in (3.14). Then
2
kP(z)k
+
(X; x; z) (I; 1; z)  (n + r)
c(z)T 1 + trace C 2(1 ) :
Let 0 be the size of the duality gap in the current iterate, that is
0:=C  X0 z
and let
1 :=S(z)  X0 = C  X0 bT y(z):
Thus 1 should be interpreted as the value of the duality gap if we choose y(z) as our
new dual iterate. Before deriving the amount of reduction in the potential function
we prove the following lemma:
Lemma 3.5. If there is some real number with 0 < < 1, such that
kP(z)k  n+0 r
then S(z)  0, and bT y(z) > z . Furthermore,
(3.21)
and

(3.22)

LT0 S(z)L0 n1 I  n1

s

n + n2=r ;
n + n2=r 2

n + r 1 1  p
:
n 0
n + n2=r

Proof. Suppose S(z) 6 0. Then LT0 S(z)L0 is not positive de nite and so some of

its eigenvalues are less than or equal to 0. Thus, from (3.20) we have

 
0
T
kP(z)k   n + r I L0 S(z)L0  n +0 r ;
a contradiction. Also, If bT y(z)  z then from (3.20) we have
T
z  0 ;
kP(z)k  n+0 r b y(z)
r
n+r
which is again a contradiction. Now from (3.20) we have

0
vec(LT0 S(z)Lh0)
P(z) = @


h

1 I 
0
n
n+r
i
0
0 1
r
n+r 1

1
n

i

1

vecI A
:
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Since I  [(LT0 S(z)L0 ) (1 =n)I] = 0, we have

kP(z)k2 =
(3.23)

=

1 I
0
n
LT0 S(z)L0 n1 I
LT S(z)L0

   2     2
+ n n +0 r n1 + r 0 r 1 n +0 r

2  n2  
0 2
1
2

+ n+ r

If (3.21) is false then from (3.23) we have

kP(z)k2 >
(3.24)

  2

n



2 n + n2=r + n + n2
n
n + n2=r 2
r
 0 2
2
:
1



:

n+r

 

1

n


0 2
n+r

n+r

(The last inequality is proved by taking the right hand side of the rst inequality as a
quadratic function in 1=n and minimizing it.) But (3.24) contradicts the assumption
of the lemma, so (3.21) must be true. Finally, since (3.24) is false, we have:



2  1

n + nr

n


 
0 2  2 0 2 ;
n+r
n+r

from which (3.22) follows.
Now we may prove the potential reduction theorem.
Theorem 3.6. Let X0 be any interior feasible matrix
the primal problem
pn e for
(2.1)
and
y
interior
feasible
for
the
dual.
Let
also,
r:=
d
and
+ r, S0 :=C
0
Pm y A , z :=bT y , X(z):=T 1(X ; x ), as in (3.4), y :=y(z q:=n
1 1
1
0
0), and S1 :=S(z 0 ).
i=1 i i 0
Then there exist an absolute constant  such that either
(X(z); S0 )  (X0 ; S0 ) ;
or

(X0 ; S1 )  (X0 ; S0 ) ;
Furthermore, if we set = 0:55 and :=0:3, then  > 0:1.
Proof. If for some constant 0 < < 1

kP(z)k  n+0 r
then
(X(z); S0)

(X0 ; S0 ) = (X(z); z 0) (X0 ; z0 )
= (X(z); x1; z 0) (I; 1; z 0)
2

+ 2(1 )

(the last inequality is true by corollary 3.4). Otherwise, the conditions ofqlemma 3.5
are satis ed. Also applying lemma 3.1 to (n=1)LT0 S1 L0 , and setting := n+nn+2n=r2 =r 2
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we have:

 nX  S 
0 1
n ln X0  S1 lndet X0 S1 = n ln
ln det nX0S1
1
1

= n lnn ln det nX0 S1
1
T S1 L0 =1 I k2
k
nL
 n lnn + 2(1 k0nLT S L = I k)
0 1 0 1

 n lnX0  S0 ln det X0 S0 + 2(1

(3.25)

2

);
where the last relation results from applying the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality
to the eigenvalues of X0 S0 (which are all real.) By (3.22) of lemma 3.5 we have
1 < 1 n +r r

!

n p
n + r n + n2 =r 0:

Thus,
(3.26)

X0  S1 = r ln 1  r2
r ln X
0 n + r
0  S0

:
1+ p 2
r + r =n

Adding (3.25) and (3.26) we get
(3.27)

(X0 ; S1)

2
(X0 ; S0)  n r+ r

!

!

1+ p 2
+ 2(1
r + r =n

2

):

It is easily veri ed that choice of = 0:55, = 0:3 and  = 0:1 is consistent with all
the conditions of the theorem.
Based on this result we present the projective version of the algorithm displayed
in gure 3.1. Note that in this algorithm  and z  are obtained by line search on the
potential function. We justify this in the next subsection. Also it should be realized
that this algorithm is only a prototype and in a practical implementation one must
apply substantial simpli cations to eliminate redundant use of storage and algebraic
operations, especially regarding symmetric matrices.
The following theorem now shows that using algorithm 3.1, one can get the duality
gap to less than  in a number of iterations k which is dependent on j lnj, pn, and
the value of the potential function at the initial solution.
Theorem 3.7. Let X0 , y0 and S0 :=C Mat(AT y0 ) be given initial interior
points for the primal
p and dual semide nite programming problems in (2.1). Let
also that r = d n e and q =p n + r in the primal-dual potential function , and
assume that (X0 ; S0 )  O( nE) for some constant E . If an algorithm generates a sequence of interior primal and dual points Xj , yj (and thus Sj ) psuch that
(Xj ; Sj )  (Xj +1 ; Sj +1) +  for some xed number  then, after k = O( nj logj)
iterations, for primal and dual solutions Xk , yk and Sk we have
C  Xk bT yk < 2E :
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Algorithm SDP:

Input:

An n  n matrix X0 , interior feasible for the primal problem in (2.1);
an m-vector y0 interior feasible for the dual problem;
a constant  > 0.

Output:

A primal feasible solution X and dual feasible solution y such that
C  X b T y < .

Method:

1) Set k = 0 and = 0:55.
2) Set z 0 = bT y0 .
3) Set Sk :=C Mat(AT y0 ).
4) While C  Xk bT yk   do

begin

end.

Compute S (z k ) from (3.19) and P (z k ) from (3.16).
If kP (zk )k  (C  Xk z k )=(n + r) then
a)Find :=argmin0 1 (Xk Lk P (z k )LTk ; Sk ),
using a line search procedure.
b) Set (X k+1 ; xk+1 ) =1 (I; 1)  P (z),
and set Xk+1 :=T (X k+1 ; xk+1 ).
c) Set Sk+1 :=Sk , and zk+1 :=z k .
Else
d) Find z  :=argminzz (Xk ; S (z )) by a line search.
e) Set Sk+1 = S (z  ). k
f) Set Xk+1 = Xk , and z k+1 = bT y(z  ).
Set k = k + 1.
Fig. 3.1. A projective potential reduction algorithm.

Proof. Each iteration reduces the potential function by at least . Thus, if
(X0 ; S0) < O(pnE) then after O(pnj logj) iterations we have:

p

p



nE nj logj
(Xk ; Sk ) <
p
= ( n[log 2E j logj]
 pnj log(2E )j:
Therefore,

pn ln X  S <
k k
<

p

n ln Xk  Sk + ln det Xk Sk + nj log(2E )j
p
n ln n + nj ln(2E )j:

The last inequality comes from applying the arithmetic-geometric inequality to the
eigenvalues of Xk Sk , which are real, as both matrices are positive de nite. Thus,
ln Xk  Sk < j log(2E )j, and since Xk  Sk = C  Xk bT yk , the theorem follows.
In other words if we start our potential reduction algorithm at a pair (X0 ; y0) with
(X0 ; S0) = pnE), then after O(pn(E + j logj)) iterations we will have a solution
with duality gap less than . Therefore for all  < 2 pE the term j logj dominates
E and so the number of iterations is bounded by O( nj logj). Also observe that
this proof solely depends on the reduction of the potential function . We have to
guarantee a reduction of at least  in each iteration; but larger reductions may speed
up the algorithm without a ecting its worst case complexity. Therefore, in steps 4a
and 4d of the algorithm in gure 3.1 we allow a line search to nd a step length 
and z  which maximizes the reduction in the potential function.
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3.3. Feasibility, boundedness and polynomial{time computability. To
complete our analysis we must study feasibility of the SDP problem and bounds on the
norms of the optimal primal and dual solutions. The situation is somewhat di erent
from linear programming. First, let us assume that all entries in the primal and
dual problems (2.1) are integers. In contrast with linear programming, the optimal
solution of (2.1) is not necessarily a rational number. Therefore we need to specify
an error tolerance, , and ask for a pair of primal and dual solutions X and S such
that the duality gap X  S  .4 If  is also a rational number, de ne L, the size of
the SDP problem, as the number of bits in the binary representation of  and entries
of C, A, and b, see [32] for complete de nition of \size" of a problem. One might
expect that the interior point method developed in the previous sections lead to an
algorithm which runs in time polynomial in m, n and L. However, this is not true
in general as the solution itself may be exponentially large. To see this consider the
optimization problem:
(3.28)

minfxn : x1  2; and xi  x2i 1 for i = 2;    ; ng

Clearly, xi = 22i 1 for i = 1;    ; n is the solution of this problem which requires
exponential number of bits. Now (3.28) can be written as the following semide nite
program:
min xn
s.t. x1  2
xi xi 1
xi 1 1



 0 for i = 2;    ; n:

This SDP problem can be easily turned into a standard form SDP whose input size
(taking  = 1, say) is polynomial in n and whose output requires exponential number
of bits. Therefore no algorithm can solve it in polynomial time5.
In many cases, including all of the combinatorial optimization problems described
below, one may be able to put an a priori bound on the norms of the optimal solutions.
For instance we may be able to prove that the feasible sets of both the primal and
dual solutions are inside balls of radius, say R (a rational number) centered at the
origin. In such cases we can show that the interior point algorithm developed earlier
can produce in polynomial time (in j lnj, L and lnR) primal and dual solutions whose
duality gap is smaller than . Notice that in the ellipsoid method such an a priori
bound is assumed by requiring that the initial ellipsoid be a ball of radius R centered
at the origin. Let L0 be the number of bits in the binary expansion of some R. Then,
similar to linear programming, one can always transform the pair of primal and dual
problems (2.1) to another pair for which initial interior feasible points are readily
available. We extend the construction suggested by Kojima, Mizuno and Yoshise in
[38] which in turn is based on Megiddo's [43].
Since X , S and y are solution of the algebraic system of equations: XS = 0; AvecX =
b and AT y + S = C , there are algebraic solutions among all optimal solutions of an SDP prob4

lem with integral input.
5
I am indebted to Motakuri Ramana for bringing to my attention an error in [1, 2] where I had
claimed that the norm of the solution to any SDP problem is bounded by 2L . Ramana essentially
provided this counter example.
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Consider the following pair of primal and dual problems:
(3.29)

min C  X + Mx1
s:t: Avec(X) + [b Avec(X0 )]x1 = b
[Mat(AT y0) + S0 C]  X + x2 = N
X0
x1; x2  0

and,
(3.30)

max bT y Ny1
s:t: Mat(AT y) + S + [C Mat(AT y0 ) S0 ]y1 = C
[b Avec(X0 )]T y + y2 = M
S0
y1 ; y2  0

where X0 and S0 are arbitrary positive de nite n  n matrices, y0 an arbitrary mvector, and M and N are large enough positive numbers to ensure that y2  0 and
x2  0. Clearly X:=X0 , x1:=1 and x2 :=N (Mat(AT y0 ) + S0 C)  X0 are interior
feasible for the primal (3.29) (with large enough N); and S:=S0 , y:=y0 , y1 :=1, and
y2 :=M (b Avec(X0 ))T y0 are interior feasible for the dual problem in (3.30) (for
large enough M). By choosing X0 = S0 = I, x1 = y1 = 1, y0 = 0, it suces to
choose M and N such that
N > max n
M > max 0;

X
i

Cii;

bT y 

X
i

X
i

X

!


ii C  X ;

!

yi trace (Ai ) :

For instance we may set N = M = 2L+L0 . It is easy to see that if the optimal
value of x1 is not zero, then the original primal is infeasible (the proof is exactly like
the one given in Kojima et al. in [38]). Similarly if the optimal value of y1 is not
zero, then the original dual is infeasible. Otherwise, the optimal X  and y are also
optimal for the original primal and dual problems, respectively. Furthermore, It is
easily veri ed that the pvalue of the primal-dual potential function at the initial
point is bounded by O( n(L + L0 )). So, for the general SDP problem, any algorithm
thatp reduces the primal-dual potential function by a constant amount may nd, in
O( nmax(L; L0; j log j)) iterations, a pair
of primal and dual feasible solutions whose
L L0 , then the number of iterations is bounded by
duality
gap
is
less
than
;
if

<
2
O(pnj lnj).

3.4. A correspondence between proofs in linear and semide nite programming. The remarkable similarity between the algorithm presented here and

Ye's LP algorithm in [66] suggests that other LP interior point methods may also be
extended to SDP problems. Proofs of convergence and polynomial-time complexity
may be extended as well. The correspondence is summarized in gure 3.2. Given an
interior point algorithm for linear programming we may construct, in a mechanical
way, an algorithm for the SDP problem by replacing any references to the entries under the LP column, with the corresponding entry under the SDP column. Proofs of
convergence or polynomial time complexity may also be extended mechanically in the
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SDP
unknown symmetric matrix: X
Lowner constraints: 
dual variable: y
dual slack symmetric matrix: S
I
linear scaling:
X ! L0 1 XL0 T = Mat[(L0 1 L0 1 )vec(X )]
projective scaling:
c1 L0 1 XL0 T
X ! c +trace
L0 1 XL0 T
2
barrier function:
ln det X
norms:
kX k
kP
X k2
( ji(X )jp)1=p

Fig. 3.2. Correspondence between linear programming and semide nite programming

same manner. We have already veri ed this claim on the approaches of Gonzaga [28]
and Ye [67] (see [2]). Extension to primal-dual methods such as Monteiro and Adler
[44] is more challenging. This table itself may be summarized by the following rule: In
any linear programming algorithm, replace any implicit or explicit reference to xi (or
si ) by a reference to i (X) (or i (S)). Furthermore, in any scaling, replace ane or
projective transformations by corresponding symmetry preserving transformation on
matrices. Notice that these same rules were implicitly used to derive various duality
and complementary slackness theorems for SDP from the corresponding theorems for
LP.
Similar techniques may be applied to more general problems. For instance one
can de ne a semide nite analog of convex quadratic programming or, more generally,
a semide nite analog of the linear complementarity problem. Also, one can study a
semide nite analog of linear fractional programs. For the linear version of all these
problems interior point methods have been published (see [45], [37], and [4], for example) and one can apply the conversion rules mentioned above to obtain interior point
methods for their semide nite variants. Details are omitted here.
3.5. Di erences between SDP and LP interior point algorithms. Thus
far, we have emphasized the similarity of linear and semide nite interior point methods. There are however, important distinctions and some favorable circumstances
in LP do not extend to SDP. We have already seen the di erences between LP and
SDP when we studied irrationality and a priori bounds on the number of bits in the
optimal solutions. We list other distinctions which must be studied carefully before
a serious practical implementation of interior point SDP algorithms is attempted.
1. In the absence of degeneracy one can predict that precisely m entries of
the optimal vector x are nonzero in the standard linear program with coecient
matrix A 2 <mn . Recall that in each iteration of a primal interior point algorithm,
the main computational e ort is in obtaining (A Diag(x)2 AT ) 1v, where v is some
vector. Therefore, if A is of rank m and reasonably well-conditioned, this computation
is fairly straightforward and typically no numerical diculties should arise. In SDP
however, even if we assume strict complementarity, (i.e Rank(X  ) + Rank(S  ) = n,)
we still do not know what Rank(X  ) is going to be before solving the SDP problem.
Furthermore, let Rank(X  ) = r. Since the main computational work in SDP interior
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point methods is computing (A(X X)AT ) 1v, even if A is full rank and reasonably
well-conditioned, A(X X)AT may converge to a singular matrix unless m  r2 ,
which is not guaranteed. The same issue arises if we use dual or primal-dual interior
point algorithms.
2. The main reason that interior point methods in linear programming are practically competitive{aside from the small number of iterations{is that if the matrix
AAT is sparse, so is ADAT for any diagonal matrix D; in fact, ADAT and AAT have
precisely the same nonzero structure. Therefore, once a good order of elimination is
obtained for AAT , the same order works for all subsequent iterations of the interior
point algorithm. This is is not the case for SDP. In general even if AAT is sparse the
matrix A(X X)AT may not be sparse at all. It is not clear how factorization of
A(Xk Xk )AT could be of any use in factoring A(Xk+1 Xk+1 )AT .
3. Karmarkar in [36] gives a nice amortized method for updating factors of
T . He develops a technique where xk and xk+1 di er only in jk entries where
ADA
P j over all iterations is bounded by O(pn). From this observation he manages to
k
p
reduce the overall number of operations by a factor of n. It is not clear how one
extends Karmarkar's amortized scheme to SDP interior point algorithms. (See [49]
for some progress in this direction.)
4. Eigenvalues as semide nite programs. In many cases semide nite programs arise in the form of minimizingor maximizing an appropriate linear combination
of eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix subject to linear constraints on the matrix. In
this section we study problems of this form, and show that under proper assumptions
they are indeed special case semide nite programs. We give primal and dual characterization of each problem and examine the complementary slackness theorem as
specialized to that problem.
4.1. Minimizing sum of the rst few eigenvalues. First we consider minimizing sum of the rst k eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix subject to linear constraints on the matrix. We consider two variations, namely
(4.1)
minf1(X) +    + k (X) : AvecX = bg
and
(4.2)

min

k
X
i=1

i (A(x)) where A(x) = A0 +

m
X
i=1

xiAi :

To show that these problems are indeed semide nite programs, we use the following
elegant characterization by Overton and Womersley [54, 53].
Theorem 4.1. For the sum of the rst k eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix A

the following semide nite programming characterization holds:

1 (A) +    + k (A) = max A  U
s:t: trace U = k
0  U  I:
It is worth mentioning that this result is based on a beautiful convex hull characterization which was known at least as early as 1971, see [22], but unfortunately has
remained somewhat obscure. Here is the statement of this result:

(4.3)

Lemma 4.2. Let

S1 :=fY Y T : Y 2 <nk ; Y T Y = I g
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and

S2 :=fW : W = W T ; trace W = k; 0  W  I g:
Then

conv S1 = S2 ;
and S1 is exactly the set of extreme points of S2 .
For an historical account of this result, its connection to the well-known, but
computationally less useful theorem of K. Fan, and interesting connections to the
theorem of Birkho and Von Neumann concerning the convex hull of doubly stochastic
matrices, refer to Overton and Womersley [53].
In order to express (4.1) as a semide nite program we rst derive a dual characterization of sum of the rst k eigenvalues of A, by nding a dual version of Theorem
4.1. Let us see how applying the rules of gure (2.1) to (4.3) can aid us in nding
such dual characterization. The constraint U  I gives rise to dual variable V , which
by the 3rd line of the table in gure (2.1) must satisfy V  0. The variable U  0,
by the eight line of the table (2.1), gives rise to the constraint zI + V  A. Thus we
have:
Theorem 4.3. For the sum of the rst k eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix A
the following semide nite programming characterization holds:

1(A) +    + k (A) = min kz + trace V
s:t: zI + V  A
V  0:
Now, it is easy to incorporate the equality constraints into (4.4) by replacing A with
X. So the optimization problem (4.1) is equivalent to
min kz + trace V
s:t:
AvecX = b
(4.5)
zI + V X  0
V  0;
and taking the dual again we have the following dual characterization:
max bT y
s:t: U = Mat(AT y)
(4.6)
trace U = k
0  U  I:
The complementary slackness result for primal feasible z  , X  , and V  , and dual
feasible U  states that these are optimal if and only if
(z  I + V  X  )U  = (I U  )V  = 0
Similarly (4.2) may be expressed by the following primal and dual pair:
max A0  Y
min kz + tracePV
s.t. trace Y = k
s.t.
zI
+
V
x
A

A
i i
0
(4.7)
V 0
Ai  Y = 0 for i = 1;    ; m
0  Y  I:

(4.4)
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When k = 1, these characterizations become simpler, because in that case the
constraint Y  I (and thus variable V ) are redundant. Therefore, the problem
minf1 (X) : AvecX = bg
may be expressed as the solution of the primal and dual SDP pair:
(4.8)

min z
s:t: zI X  0
AvecX = b

max bT y
s:t: trace Mat(AT y) = 1
Mat(AT y)  0

and the complementary slackness theorem indicates that for X  and y to be primal
and dual optimum solution for (4.8), in addition to being primal and dual feasible
they must satisfy:
Mat(AT y )(1 (X  )I X  ) = 0:

4.2. Minimizing weighted sums of eigenvalues. In this section we consider
the weighted sum of eigenvalues of a matrix. Let m1  m2      mk > mk+1 = 0
be a set of xed real numbers. We are interested in the following problem:
(4.9)

minfm1 1 (X) +    + mk k (X) : AvecX = bg:

Note that without the condition m1  m2      mk > 0 (4.9) is not necessarily
a convex program. To formulate this problem as a semide nite program, we use a
technique originally employed by Donath and Ho man in [18]. They rewrote the sum
as follows:
m1 1 (A) + m2 2 (A) +    + mk k (A) = (m1 m2 )1 (A) +
(m2 m3 )[1(A) + 2 (A)] +    +
(mk 1 mk )[1(A) +    + k 1(A)] +
(4.10)
mk [1(A) +    + k (A)]
and observed that the right hand side of (4.10) is a nonnegative combination of convex
functions, and therefore, itself is convex. This formulation also allows us to write (4.9)
as a semide nite programming problem. For each of the partial sums of eigenvalues in
(4.10) we may use the SDP formulation of the last subsection and obtain the primal:

P

(4.11)

P

min ki=1 izi + ki=1 trace Vi
s:t: zi I + Vi (mi mi+1 )X  0 for i = 1;    ; k
AvecX = b
Vi  0 for i = 1;    ; k

and the dual
(4.12)
equivalents of (4.9).

max bT y P
k (m m )U = 0
s:t: AT y
i+1 i
i=1 i
trace Ui = i for i = 1;    ; k
0  Ui  I for i = 1;    ; k
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The complementary slackness condition for feasible X  , zi , Vi , y , and Ui for
i = 1;    ; k to be optimal may be stated as:
(zi I + Vi (mi mi+1 )X  )Ui = (I Ui )Vi = 0 for i = 1;    ; k:
Notice that the primal and dual characterizations (4.11) and (4.12) contain 2k semidefinite constraints each involving p
n  n matrices, and therefore, the interior point methods discussed earlier require O( kn) iterations for each new signi
p cant digit of accuracy. It would be interesting to improve this complexity to O( n).
4.3. Minimizing sums of absolute-value-wise largest eigenvalues. The
results of the two preceding subsections may be extended to the sum of the k absolutevalue-wise largest eigenvalues as well. Overton and Womersley derived the max characterization similar to (4.3); applying duality to their result we obtain:
Theorem 4.4. For a symmetric matrix A the sum j1 (A)j +    + jk (A)j is equal

to optimal solution of the pair of primal and dual semide nite programs:

(4.13)

max A  Y A  W
s:t: trace (Y + W) = k
0Y I
0W I

min kz + trace V + trace U
s:t: zI + V A  0
zI + U + A  0
U 0
V  0:

(Recall that i (X) is the ith largest eigenvalue of X in the absolute-value sense.)
Now to solve the optimization problem
(4.14)

minfj1(X)j +    + jk (X)j : AvecX = bg

we may simply add the equality constraints to the min formulation in (4.13) and then
take its dual and we get the following pair of primal and dual semide nite programs:
(4.15)

min kz + trace V + trace U
s:t: AvecX = b
zI + V X  0
zI + U + X  0
U 0
V 0

max bT y
s:t: AT y = Y W
trace (Y + W) = k
0Y I
0  W  I:

The complementary slackness theorem indicates that primal feasible z  , V  , and

U  , and dual feasible Y  , and W  are optimal if and only if

(z  I + V  X  )Y  = (z  I + U  + X  )W  = (I Y  )U  = (I W  )V  = 0:
Again these results may be generalized to the weighted sums of absolute-valuewise largest eigenvalues. In other words, the problem
(4.16)

minfm1j1 (X)j +    + mk jk (X)j : AvecX = bg

may be expressed by a primal and dual pair of semide nite programs. First, let us
ignore the equality constraints AvecX = b, and assume that X is a xed matrix A.
Then, we have
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Theorem 4.5. The sum m1 j1 (A)j +    + mk jk (A)j, where A is a symmetric

matrix equals the optimal solution of the primal program:

P

(4.17)

and the dual program:

(4.18)

P

min ki=1 izi + ki=1 trace (Ui + Vi )
s:t: zi I + Ui (mi mi+1 )A  0 for i = 1;    ; k
zi I + Vi + (mi mi+1 )A  0 for i = 1;    ; k
Ui  0 for i = 1;    ; k
Vi  0 for i = 1;    ; k

P

max ki=1 (mi mi+1 )(A  Yi A  Wi )
s:t: trace (Yi + Wi ) = i for i = 1;    ; k
0  Yi  I for i = 1;    ; k
0  Wi  I for i = 1;    ; k:

Now we may replace A by X and impose the equality constraints on the min
characterization in (4.17). After taking the dual we have the following pair of primal
and dual SDP equivalents of (4.16):

P

(4.19)

P

min ki=1 izi + ki=1 trace (Ui + Vi )
s:t: AvecX = b
zi I + Ui (mi mi+1 )X  0 for i = 1;    ; k
zi I + Vi + (mi mi+1 )X  0 for i = 1;    ; k
Ui  0 for i = 1;    ; k
Vi  0 for i = 1;    ; k

and,
(4.20)

max bT y P
s:t: AT y = ki=1(mi mi+1 )(Yi Wi )
trace (Yi + Wi ) = i for i = 1;    ; k
0  Yi  I for i = 1;    ; k
0  Wi  I for i = 1;    ; k:

Finally, the complementary slackness theorem for problem (4.16) states that
primal (4.19) feasible zi , Vi , and Ui , and dual (4.20) feasible Yi , and Wi , for
i = 1;    ; k are optimal if and only if

(zi I+Vi (mi mi+1 )Xi )Yi = (zi I+Ui +(mi mi+1 )Xi )Wi = (I Yi )Ui = (I Wi )Vi = 0

for i = 1;    ; k.
The characterization (4.3), and the max part of (4.13) were given in Overton
and Womersley [54]. Also, Fletcher in [23] derives a closely related result to (4.3)
but the result was incorrect (Fletcher had 0  S rather than 0  S  I.) The
min characterizations as well as the primal and dual formulation of the variants with
equality constraints, we believe are new.
In a similar manner, primal and dual SDP formulations can be derived for maximizing (weighted) sums of the smallest eigenvalues of symmetric matrices or (weighted)
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sums of the largest singular values of arbitrary matrices; we omit these straightforward
formulations here (see [62] for the study of singular values). However, maximizing the
last few smallest eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix absolute-value-wise, or sum of the
last few smallest singular values of an arbitrary matrix cannot be formulated as SDP
because these problems are not convex programs.
5. Applications in combinatorial optimization. The semide nite programming problem studied in the previous sections has applications in combinatorial optimization, especially in graph theory. The connection usually is the spectral properties
of graphs. Semide nite programs may arise in two di erent roles. Their more common role is to provide an approximation{an upper or lower bound{on an NP-hard
combinatorial optimization problem. In such role one hopes that the SDP bound give
rise to much sharper bounds than the more common LP bounds. Remarkably SDP relaxations have been shown to give rise to approximation algorithms whose guaranteed
performance is superior to any known combinatorial or LP approximation technique,
see for instance [25]. The second role is to give exact characterization to some special cases of combinatorial optimization problems. An example of such application is
the SDP formulation of maximum clique and maximum stable set problem in perfect
graphs.
In the following sections we rst examine a general approach of Lovasz and Schrijver which applies semide nite programming to zero-one integer programming problems. Then we study other applications such as the maximumstable set, the maximum
induced k-partite subgraph, and graph partitioning (in particular, graph bisection)
and the maximum cut problems.
5.1. Nonlinear relaxations of 0-1 programming. Consider the integer programming problem
x  b and xi 2 f0; 1gg:
(5.1)
maxfcT x : A
The LP relaxation of (5.1) results from replacing xi 2 f0; 1g with 0  xi  1. This
relaxation serves as a rst approximation of the solution of (5.1). In general, this rst
approximation may be nonintegral and far from the actual solutions. Most e ective
methods of integer programming consist of adding new \cutting planes" to the LP
relaxation and then using some branch and bound technique to the resulting problem.
It seems however, that little work has been done in generating \nonlinear" but convex
cuts in the feasible region of the LP relaxation. Generally such cuts may produce far
better approximations than linear cuts. An ingenious approach for creating a class of
nonlinear cuts has been proposed by Lovasz and Schrijver in [42]. The idea is to \lift"
the space from vectors in <n to n  n symmetric matrices6. In essence, they provide a
convex set which contains the feasible region of (5.1) and is contained in the feasible
region of its LP relaxation. Furthermore, this convex relaxation may be expressed as
a projection of the feasible set of a semide nite program, and therefore itself may be
represented as an SDP. Here is a summary of Lovasz and Schrijver technique.
First, it is convenient to homogenize the integer program (5.1) by introducing a
new variable x0 as a multiple of b and then imposing the constraint x0 = 1. After
this transformation the homogenized integer programming problem and its linear
6
The presentation here is more restrictive than given in [42]. Lovasz and Schrijver consider
optimization problems over a cone K endowed with a separation oracle, and derive nonliner cuts for
the subcone generated by 0-1 vectors in K.
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programming relaxation can be written as:

IP

LP

max cT x
max cT x
T
s:t: ai x  0 for i = 1;    ; m
s:t: aTi x  0
for i = 1;    ; m
xi 2 f0; 1g for i = 0;    ; n
0  xi  x0 for i = 0;    ; n
x0 = 1
x0 = 1:
Let P be the convex cone which is the feasible region of the LP relaxation without the
constraint x0 = 1, and =(P) its integer hull (that is, =(P) is the convex cone generated
by 0-1 vectors in LP with x0 = 1.) First, we decompose the set of constraints into
two sets (with possible overlap); then we multiply each inequality in the rst set by
each inequality in the second set to obtain quadratic constraints, then replace each
occurrence of xixj by a new variable xij to get linear constraints again; nally we
impose on the matrix X = (xij ) the positive semide nite constraint. If P1 and P2
are the cones de ned by the rst and second sets of constraints, then P = P1 \ P2,
and the space of matrices just de ned is denoted by M+ (P1; P2). More formally, let
J1 and J2 be two subsets that cover the index set of the inequality constraints in LP.
De ne A1 :=AJ1 , and A2 :=AJ2 , and Pi the set fx : Ai x  0g for i = 1; 2. We require
that constraints 0  xi  x0 be in both subsets. Then

M+ (P1 ; P2):=fX 2 < n2 n : X  0; X e0 = diag(X); and (A1 A2 )vec(X)  0g
where e0 = (1; 0;    ; 0)T . Also, let N+ (P1 ; P2) be the set of n-vectors made up of
diagonals of matrices in M+ (P1 ; P2), that is
N+ (P1; P2):=fdiag(X) : X 2 M+ (P1 ; P2)g:
The main result of Lovasz and Schrijver{for the purposes of our discussion{is that:
=(P)  N+ (P1 ; P2)  P:
It is clear that optimizing a linear function over N+ (P1 ; P2) is a semide nite programming problem, and interior point techniques may be applied (as long as P is given by
an explicit system of inequalities.) The process just described may be quite powerful
in certain combinatorial optimization problems. For instance in a general branch and
bound algorithm, one may use interior point algorithms to solve the optimization
problem
maxfcT x : x 2 N+ (P1; P2)g:
The solution then may be used as a bound and the resulting x necessarily satis es
0  x  1. Now if for some coordinate i we have 0 < xi < 1 then we branch by solving
the two SDP subproblems with additional constraints, respectively xi = 0 and xi = 1.
From a practical point of view such subproblems are all polynomial time solvable by
the interior point methods, though they are computationally more expensive than the
classical branch and bound approach based on linear programming relaxations. The
advantage however is that the bounds are sharper (hopefully much sharper) than the
corresponding LP bounds, and therefore the total number of subproblems solved may
be considerably smaller.
Lovasz and Schrijver show that applying the N+ operator to the LP relaxation of
the stable set polytope of a graph G = (V; E) gives bounds that are already stronger
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than a combination of several well-known classes of linear cuts. Recall that a stable
set in a graph G = (V; E) is a subset of vertices S where each pair of vertices i and j
in S are nonadjacent. Let w be a weight vector on the vertices of G, such that wi is
the weight of vertex i. The weighted maximum stable set problem in graphs can now
be formulated as the following 0-1 program:
(5.2)

max wT x
s.t. xi + xj  1 for all fi; j g 2 E
xi 2 f0; 1g for all i 2 V:

Now we homogenize (5.2) by adding a new variable x0 , then apply the N+ operator
with P1 begin the entire feasible set of (5.2) and P2 induced by 0  xi  x0 :
P1 :=P = fx : xi + xj  x0 for all i; j 2 E; and 0  xi  x0 for all i 2 V g;
and
P2:=fx : x0 xi  0; and xi  0g:
Let the resulting set be N+ (STAB G). Optimization over this set is a semide nite
program and can be done in polynomial time using interior point methods (Lovasz
and Schrijver use the ellipsoid method to establish polynomiality). Furthermore, it is
clear that
STAB G  N+ (STAB G)  E STAB G
where STAB G is the convex hull of all 0-1 vectors that characterize some stable set
of G, and E STAB G is the polytope associated with the LP relaxation of (5.2) (that
is the polytope obtain by replacing constraints xi 2 f0; 1g by 0  xi  1.) The set
N+ (STAB G) is convex, but generally nonpolyhedral. However, Lovasz and Schrijver
show that the set of points in N+ (STAB G) already satisfy the following classes of
well-known valid inequalities for STAB G:
1. Clique constraints. Let K be a clique in G, that is a subset of vertices
every pair of which is adjacent. Let S be a stable set in G. Then clearly jS \ K j  1.
This observation implies that for all cliques in G the inequality

1TK x  0

(5.3)

(where 1K is the characteristic vector of clique K) is valid for STAB G. De ne
Q STAB G := fx : xi  0 and 1TK x  0 for each clique K g
2. Odd hole constraints. For every cycle (hole) C with 2k + 1 edges and
every stable set S we know that jC \ S j  k. Thus, for all odd cycles C in G the
constraint

1TC x  k

(5.4)
is valid for STAB G. De ne

C STAB G := fx : xi  0 and 1TC x  k for each odd cycle C g
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3. Odd anti-hole constraints. Let C be a graph whose edge complement set
is an odd cycle. Then the maximum stable set in G has two vertices and therefore,
jC \ S j  2 for all stable sets S. Therefore, for all odd antiholes C in G every inequality

1TC x  2

(5.5)

is valid for STAB G. De ne
C STAB G := fx : xi  0 and 1TC x  2 for each odd antihole C g

4. Odd wheel constraints. Let W be a graph with 2k vertices such that
vertices v1; v2 ;    ; v2k 1 induce a cycle and vertex v2k is adjacent to all other vertices.
Then W is called an odd wheel. It can be shown (see [32]) that for all wheels W in
G, the inequality
2X
k 1

(5.6)

i=1

is valid for STAB G. De ne
W STAB G := fx : xi  0 and

xvi + (k 1)xv2k  k 1
2X
k 1
i=1

xvi +(k 1)xv2k  k 1 for each odd wheel W g

It turns out that (see [42])
STAB G  N+ (STAB G)
 Q STAB G \ C STAB G \ C STAB G \ W STAB G  E STAB G
and N+ (STAB G) already provides sharper relaxation of STAB G than any of the
polytopes de ned above. Yet optimization over N+ (STAB G) is an SDP problem
and the interior point methods developed in this paper may yield practical ways of
achieving strong bounds on the maximum stable set problem.
Remark: Barriers for polytopes with exponentially many facets. A
strong property of the ellipsoid method for combinatorial optimization problems is
that generally one does not need to have the linear programming formulation of the
problem explicitly. All that is required is existence of a separation oracle and an
initial ellipsoid to start the process. For instance, for certain classes of graphs the
stable set polytope may be characterized completely by C STAB G (such graphs are
called t-perfect). Other classes may have their stable set polytope characterized by
Q STAB G (perfect graphs), or by C STAB G \ Q STAB G (h-perfect graphs), or
in general any combination of the polytopes mentioned in items 1 through 4 above.
The stable set polytopes of such graphs have in general exponentially many facets.
However, in [32, 42] it is shown that one can construct polynomial time computable
separation oracles for these polytopes and thus nd the maximum stable set for the
corresponding graphs in polynomial time.
It is common belief that in contrast to the ellipsoid method, interior point methods
require explicit knowledge of the facets of the polytope on which we wish to optimize,
see for instance [32] and the quotation from [27] in the introduction. However, we can
use polynomial time interior point methods to optimize over STAB G in the special
cases mentioned above, even though the number of facets in such polytopes may be
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exponentially large. In fact, the ground breaking work of Nesterov and Nemirovskii
implies that{at least in principle{a listing of all inequality constraints in the LP
formulation is not necessary. One needs{instead of a separation oracle as is required in
the ellipsoid method{a polynomialtime computable barrier oracle with a polynomially
bounded self-concordance parameter. For instance, as was indicated, we can optimize
over N+ (STAB G) in polynomial time, and N+ (STAB G) = STAB G for the classes
of graphs mentioned above. The general results of Nesterov and Nemirovskii imply
that one can directly compute a barrier function for N+ (STAB G):
Theorem 5.1. Let b : IntN+ (STAB G) ! < be the function de ned by:
(5.7)
b(x):= minf lndet X : diag(X) = x; X 2 M+ (STAB G)g:
Then there is an interior point algorithm
p which uses b(x) as its barrier and nds
maxfwT x : x 2 N+ (STAB G)g in O( n max(kwk; j lnj)) iterations and error at
most .
Proof. Nesterov and Nemirovskii prove that ln det X is n-selfconcordant for the
cone of positive semide nite n  n matrices. (See [48] for de nitions). They also show
that existence of an n-self-concordant barrier for a convex set in general implies that
one can optimize a linear function over that set with every O(pn) iterations yielding
a signi cant bit. Furthermore, in Proposition 1.5, p. 121 of [50] they show that if a
convex set K  <n is endowed with an n-self-concordant barrier b, and A : <n ! <m
is an ane transformation mapping K on to A(K) then the following function is
n-self-concordant for A(K):
b+ (y):= inf fb(x) : x 2 A 1 (y) \ Int K g:
Now the theorem follows immediately from the de nition of N+ (STAB G) as given in
[42] with the ane transformation A replaced by projection of elements of M+ (STAB G)
onto their diagonals.
Notice that each iteration itself requires evaluating function (b(x) which involves
another optimization problems. Nevertheless the result above shows that if a convex
set K in <n can be represented as a projection of another convex set K 0 2 <N
with N > n, such that K 0 is endowed with a polynomial time computable p-selfconcordant barrier, then there is a polynomial time computable p-self-concordant
barrier for K. In combinatorial optimization there are many examples of polytopes
with exponentially many facets which anyhow can be represented as a projection
of polytopes in higher dimensions but with fewer (polynomially many) facets. For
all such polytopes one can apply interior point methods and optimize over them in
polynomial time. For a thorough discussion of liftings of polyhedra associated with
combinatorial optimization problems consult [65, 42] and the references cited in them.
It is an interesting problem to look for easily computable (for instance NC{
computable or at least polynomial time computable) barriers for combinatorial optimization problems whose linear programming formulation contains exponentially
many inequalities. A concrete open problem is to nd an easily computable barrier
for the matching polytope with
the property that a suitable interior point algorithm
with such barrier requires O(pm) iterations where m is the number of edges in the
graph. This problem is especially interesting because Yannakakis has shown that
under certain symmetry preserving conditions on the lift operator it is impossible
to lift the matching polytope to a higher dimensional polytope with polynomially
many facets, [65]. Whether the matching polytope can be represented as a projection
of a convex set endowed with an O(m)-self-concordant barrier function remains an
interesting open problem.
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5.2. Maximum cliques in perfect graphs. A particularly nice application of
semide nite programming is to the solution of the maximum clique problem in perfect
graphs. A graph G(V; E) is called perfect if for all induced subgraphs G0 of G, the size
of the maximum clique, !(G0 ), equals the size of minimum proper coloring, (G0 ). (A
proper coloring of vertices of a graph is an assignment of colors to each vertex such
that no two adjacent vertices have the same color.) It is clear that !(G)  (G) for
all graphs, as one needs at least !(G) colors just to cover the vertices of the maximum
clique. Several interesting properties of perfect graphs should be noted. First, the
perfect graph theorem of Lovasz indicates that a graph is perfect if and only if its
complement is perfect, [40]. This statement is equivalent to saying that for all induced
subgraphs G0 of G, (G0) = (G0 ), where (G0 ) is the size of the largest stable set
in G0 , and (G0 ) is the size of the smallest number of cliques that cover all vertices
of G0. Thus, in e ect studying cliques in perfect graphs is equivalent to studying
stables sets and any algorithm for one is valid for the other one (by simply applying
it to the complementary graph.) As a consequence of the perfect graph theorem one
can show that equality of maximum cliques and minimum coloring extends to the
weighted graphs. More precisely, let w 2 N n be an integral weight vector de ned on
the vertices of G. A proper w-coloring of G is an assignment of colors to the vertices of
G such that each vertex has at least wi colors and for two adjacent vertices, their color
sets are disjoint. (G; w) is the minimumnumber of colors over all proper w-colorings
of G. A maximum weighted clique in G is the clique whose sum of weights of vertices
is maximum; this sum is denoted by !(G; w). A graph is perfect if and only if for
all weight vectors w 2 N n, !(G; w) = (G; w). Restating this for the complements
of graphs, we have that a graph is perfect if and only if (G; w) = (G; w), where,
(G; w) is the weight of the maximum weighted stable set in G, and (G; w) is the
minimum number of cliques required to cover vertices of G such that each vertex i
is in at least wi cliques. These results are equivalent to the following statement (See
[32]):
Theorem 5.2. A graph G = (V; E) is perfect i STAB G = Q STAB G.
Therefore, already the discussion in the preceding subsection imply that computing
maximum cliques and maximum independent sets in perfect graphs can be accomplished in polynomial time by interior point methods. However, in this case one can
derive a slightly stronger result.
Lovasz in [41] discovered an invariant of graphs, (G; w), which has two desirable
properties: rst it is polynomial time computable, and second it is simultaneously
an upper bound for !(G; w) and a lower bound for (G; w). This invariant can be
de ned by a pair of primal and dual semide nite programs. Let
M:=fX 2 < n2 n : Xij = 0 for all i; j 2 E or i = j g
and
M? :=fY 2 < n2 n : Yij = 0 for all i; j 62 E g:
Then the weighted Lovasz number of G is de ned by the following primal-dual SDP
pair:
(G; w) := minf1 (X + W) : X 2 Mg
(5.8)
= maxfW  Y : Y 2 M? ; Y  0 and trace Y = 1g
p
p
p
where W:=pw w T and w is an n-vector whose ith component is wi . This min{
max equality is proved directly in [32], and also follows easily from the duality theory
stated earlier, see (4.8).
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Lemma 5.3. For every vertex weighted graph G = (V; E),

!(G; w)  (G; w)  (G; w)
and

 w)  (G; w):
(G; w)  #(G; w):=(G;
See [32] chapter 9 for a thorough treatment of Lovasz number of graphs including
several other characterization and many interesting properties. We just mention here
that (G; w) is a relaxation of maxfwx : x 2 N+ (STAB G)g. Since in case of perfect
graphs we have
!(G; w) = (G; w) = (G; w)
and
(G; w) = #(G; w) = (G; w):
we can actually compute the maximum clique and maximum stable set in polynomial
time for this class of graphs. In [32] the ellipsoid method was used to establish
the polynomial time computability of maximum cliques in perfect graphs. We now
show that interior point methods give us a slightly stronger result than the ellipsoid
method. More precisely, we show that computing maximum
cliques (and maximum
~ pn) randomized parallel time
stable sets) in perfect graphs can be accomplished in O(
using P-RAM model of computation if kwk1 = O(nc ) for some constant c7. This is
straightforward. First recall that we showed a standard SDP problem can be solved
in O(pn max(L; L0 ; j lnj)) iterations, if L is the number of bits in the input SDP, L0
is an a priori bound on the norm of the solution, and  is the accuracy required on the
size of the duality gap. In case of perfect graphs we only need to set  = 1=3; in fact,
if zk and Yk are our current primal and dual estimates where there is only one integer
between zk and W  Yk then we can stop and declare (G; w) = dzk e = bW  Yk c.
~ since all coecients in the primal-dual characterization of
Furthermore, L = O(1)
~ because the weight
(G; w) in (5.8) are either zero or one orPwi wj . Similarly, L0 = O(1)
~ pn)
of the maximum clique cannot exceed wi. Thus computing (G; w) requires O(
iterations. Each iteration essentially involves solving a system of linear equations
~ time with
which is already known to be in complexity class NC, that is requires O(1)
polynomial number of pprocessors. Therefore, computing (G; w) for polynomially
~ n) operations on a P-RAM model of computation.
bounded w requires O(
It remains to show that computing the maximumclique itself can be accomplished
~ pn). We cannot use the self reducibility process here since it may require O(n)
in O(
time even on a P-RAM machine. However,
observe that if the maximum clique is
~ pn) parallel time. One could remove one vertex
unique then we can compute it in O(
i of the graph and compute (Gni; w) for the remaining graph. The vertex i is in
the unique maximum clique if and only if !(Gni; w) < !(G; w). Therefore, testing
this simultaneously for all vertices we get the set of vertices in the maximum clique.
In general we do not have uniqueness, but we could use the randomized perturbation
scheme of Mulmuley, Vazirani and Vazirani, [46]. First recall their isolating lemma:
7

O~ (pn) means O(pn logk n) for some constant k.
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Lemma 5.4. Let S = fx1;    ; xng and F a family of subsets of S , that is F =
fS1 ;    ; SN g. Further, let elements of S be assigned integer weights chosen uniformly

and independently at random from [1; 2n]. Then,

Pr[There is a unique maximum weight set in F]  21 :

See [46] for proof.
To get a maximum clique in a perfect graph we follow a procedure similar to
the one adopted by Mulmuley, Vazirani and Vazirani for constructing the minimum
weighted perfect matching in graphs. The idea is to assign weights to vertices randomly so that with high probability the maximum clique with the new weights is
unique, but at the same time, this clique is among the maximum cliques with the
original weights.
P
Let C:= i wi. First give a weight of 2C 2wi to each vertex i so that the weight
of maximum weighted cliques is at least 2C 2 more than the next largest clique weight.
Then perturb weight of each vertex i by adding integer ui uniformly and independently
chosen from integers in [1; 2C]. So now each vertex has weight wi = 2C 2wi + ui .
Notice that if a clique was not maximum before, then it is impossible for it to become
maximum after assigning new weights. Therefore, the maximum clique with respect
to new weights is among one of the maximum cliques with respect to the original
weights. The isolating lemma implies that this clique is unique with a probability at
least 1=2 and we may use the scheme mentioned earlier in this section to nd it in
parallel.
We should mention that this scheme, in fact, results in a Las Vegas type randomized algorithm. No randomization is involved in computing the !(G; w); only
constructing a maximum clique involves probabilistic choices. If the weights generated do not result in a unique maximumweighted clique, our method may return a set
which is not even a clique. This can be checked in parallel and the algorithm returns
a message of failure; any set returned by the algorithm is a genuine maximum clique
with no possibility of error. We summarize these results in the following theorem:
Theorem 5.5. Let G = (V; E) be a perfect graph with an integral weight vector
w on its vertices. Let also that kwk1 = O(nc ) for some constant c. Then one can
compute
the maximum weighted clique and the maximum weighted stable set of G in
~ pn) Las Vegas randomized parallel time using a P-RAM model of computation.
O(
Finally we remark that presently no representation of the stable set polytope
of perfect graphs as projection of a higher dimensional polytope with polynomially
many facets is known. Therefore, STAB G for a perfect graph G serves as an example
of a polytope with exponentially many facets on which one can optimize a linear
function in polynomial time using interior point methods. In fact, as mentioned in
the last subsection, one can compute an n-self-concordant barrier for this polytope in
polynomial time.
5.3. The maximum induced k-partite subgraph problem. In [47] G.
Narasimhan and R. Manber generalized the concept of the Lovasz number of graphs
as follows: Let k (G) be the size of the largest induced k-partite subgraph in G.
Recall that (G) is the minimum number of cliques that can cover all vertices of G.
Then Narasimhan and Manber show that
(5.9)

k (G)  #k (G):= Xmin
2M?

k
X
i=1

i (X + J)  k(G)
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where J is the matrix of all 1's. For k = 1 #k reduces to the Lovasz number #. It
is clear now that computing #k (G) is an SDP problem and may be solved by interior
point methods. Taking the dual of (5.9) we get
(5.10)

#k (G) = max J  Y
s.t. trace Y = k
Y 2M
0  Y  I:

It is not dicult to extend the bound of Narasimhan and Manber to the weighted
case. Let w be a weight vector over the vertices of G and k (G; w) the maximum
weight k-colorable induced subgraph
p of pG.
Theorem 5.6. Let W = ( w )( w )T . Then k (G; w)  #k (G; w), where
#k (G; w) is de ned as

P

minf k1 i (X + W) : X 2 M? g
(5.11) #k (G; w) :=
= maxfW  Y : Y 2 M and trace Y = k; 0  Y  I g:
Proof. (This proof is essentially the same as the one given in [31] for the case
k = 1.) One can transform a weighted graph G into an unweighted one Gw by
replacing each vertex i with wi mutually nonadjacent vertices and then connecting
all wi vertices arising from vertex i to all wj vertices arising from vertex j if and only
if i and j are adjacent in G. Clearly the size of the unweighted maximum k-partite
subgraph of Gw equals k (G; w). It suces to show that #k (G; w) = #k (Gw ). Now,
in Gw two vertices i and j (respectively edges uv and kl) are equivalent if there is
an automorphism of Gw mapping i to j (respectively uv to kl). In particular all wi
vertices arising from vertex i in G are equivalent; so are the all edges arising from
uv. It is clear that if two vertices i and j (respectively two edges uv and kl) are
equivalent, then in (5.10) the corresponding variables Yii and Yjj (respectively Yuv
and Ykl ) are equivalent in the sense that by exchanging these variables (5.10) does
not change at all. This in turn implies that among all optimal solutions of (5.10)
for graph Gw , there are solutions where equivalent vertices (respectively edges) have
identical optimal values for their corresponding variables. In other words, among
all optimal solutions of (5.10) for Gw , there is one solution Yw with the following
property: Yw can be partitioned into an n  n block matrix, such that the i; j block
is a wi  wj pmatrix with all its entries equal to, say, yij . Now, matrix Y  whose i; j
entry is yij = wiwj is feasible for the max problem in the theorem and it is easy to
verify that W  Y  = J  Yw = #k (Gw ) and thus, #k (Gw )  #k (G; w). The other
direction inequality is also easily veri ed by reversing the construction given.
Let 0(k) be the class of graphs for which k (G0) = #k (G0) for all induced subgraphs G0 . Then the sublinear parallel time algorithm of theorem 5.5 may be extended
to solve the largest induced k-partite subgraph problem for graphs in class 0(k). It
remains an interesting open problem to fully characterize 0(k).
5.4. The graph partitioning problem. An important class of combinatorial
NP-hard optimization problems which lend themselves to SDP methods for nding
upper or lower bounds, arise from graph partitioning and cut problems. In many cases
such problems result in semide nite programs with only O(n) variables. Therefore,
the interior point methods may be especially ecient as each iteration requires only
solving n  n systems of equations.
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The general graph partitioning problem is de ned
P as follows. Suppose we are
given a set of integers m1  m2      mk , with j mj = n. Denote by m the
k-vector made up of mj 's. Let also that G = (V; E) be a complete edge-weighted
graph with n vertices and each edge fi; j g with weight wij . We want to partition the
vertices of G into k subsets such that the j th subset has cardinality mj , and that sum
of the weights of those edges whose endpoints are in di erent subsets is minimized.
Let us denote this minimum number by m (G). Computing m(G) is of course NPhard. Donath and Ho man in [17] and [18] derive the following lower bound on the
size of the minimum partition (see also Barnes and Ho man [5]). Let A be a matrix
with Aij = wij (Aii = 0). Then Donath and Ho man prove the following relation
[18]:
(5.12)

P

k
X
mj j (A + Diag x)
m (G)  12 1min
T x=a
j =1

where a:=
wij . Again it is clear that computing this bound is an SDP problem.
Using the results from section 4 and after some simpli cation we get the following
pair of primal and dual SDP programs:
P
P
min ki=1 izi + 1T x + ki=1 trace Vi
(5.13a) s:t: zi I + Vi + (mi mi+1 )Diagx  (mi mi+1 )A for i = 1;    ; k
Vi  0 for i = 1;    ; k
and

P
max A  ki=1 (mi mi+1 )Ui
s:t: trace
Ui = i
for i = 1;    ; k
(5.13b)
Pk (m
i=1 i mi+1 )(Ui )jj = 1 for j = 1;    ; n
0  Ui  I
for i = 1;    ; k:
Barnes and Ho man in [5] describe a method that uses eigenvectors associated
with the k largest eigenvalues of the optimal matrix A+Diag x to generate a partition
of the nodes of the graph. See also Barnes [6, 7].
An important special case of the graph partitioning problem is the case when all
mi 's are equal. In that case the graph partitioning problem simpli es to:
max A  Y
min (k=n)1T x + trace V
s:t: Yii = nk
(5.14) s:t: V + Diag x  A
for i = 1;    ; n
V 0
0  Y  I:
Boppana in [10] considers the graph bisection problem (that is when k = 2 and
m1 = m2 = n=2) and derives the following bound on the bisection width (G), which
is always sharper than (5.14):
(G)  41 max[J  (A + Diag(x)) n1(P(A + Diag(x)P))]
where P:=(I J=n) is the projection operator on the linear space S:=fx : 1T x = 0g.
This characterization is equivalent to the following primal and dual SDP pair:
min nz + 1T x
(5.15a)
s.t. zI Diag(x) 1xT2+nx1T  A + JA2+nAJ
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and

max A(I + J=n)P
Y
s.t. Yii + (1=n) nj=1 Yij = 1 for i = 1;    ; n
Y  0:
(Boppana had the min characterization only, the max characterization results by
simply taking the dual.) To nd an actual bisection Boppana uses an eigenvector
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of 1 (P(A + Diag(x )P) and outputs the
bisection that has the n=2 largest component of the eigenvector on one side. Using
the primal characterization Boppana shows that in the unweighted case (i.e the matrix
A is simply the 0-1 adjacency matrix of graph G) one may get the optimal bisection
with high probability. The graph bisection problem has important applications in
the VLSI routing problem. Combining the SDP formulation of Ho man and Donath,
favorable average case analysis of Boppana, and the interior point technique developed
in this paper may result in an e ective and practical method for solving this problem.
For generalizations of these ideas see [58].
Related to the graph bisection problem is the maximum cut problem: partition
the nodes of the graph into two sets such that the number of edges with endpoints
on di erent sets is maximum. Of course one obvious way for nding bounds for
this problem is to solve the graph partitioning problem with k = 2, m1 = i, and
m2 = n i for all i = 1;   bn=2c (notice that in graph partitioning problem max
and minPcharacterizations are essentially equivalent by simply changing the weights
wi with wj wi). In [16, 56] the following SDP bound is proposed:
(5.16)
minf n4 1 (A + Diag(x)) : 1T x = ag  MC(G)
where MC(G) is the size of maximum cut in G. (5.16) is equivalent to:
min z + (1=n)1T x
max A  Y
s.t. zI Diag(x)  A
s.t. Yii = 1=n
(5.17)
Y 0
and may be solved by interior point methods. Recently Goemans and Williamson
[25] have shown that the solution of (5.16) yields a cut whose size is guaranteed to
be to within 0.87 of the optimum; the previous best result only guaranteed 0.5 of the
optimum. Thus far, the best approximation algorithm for the maximum cut problem
(as well as for the maximum satis ability problem) are based on SDP relaxations. For
related treatment of maximum cut and graph bisection problems see [57].
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